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A SURVIVOR’S GUIDE TO FACTIONS
“I ain’t gonna sugar coat it for ya.  There aren’t many people left 
out there.  I’ve been working my way along the old rail lines 
and have spent plenty of nights out in the cold, only to find out 
that a rumored settlement or survivor camp hadn’t made it long 
enough for us to connect up and get them into the network that 
we’ve been building all these years.  

Most times, I walk up to a bunch of Romeros and lot of “too 
little, too late,” but, from time to time, we come across a handful 
of people that—through some amount of guts and determi-
nation—managed to push themselves to make it through the 
shit-show that our world has become.  

That’s all well and good.  Once we find living and breathing 
people, that’s when the real danger begins.  You see, kid, if you 
do manage to locate people out there, you can forget about 
them being anything other than trouble.  If you’re lucky, they 
are just thieves and liars, but maybe they are the type of thieves 
and liars willing to work with others in the way of making their 
lives a little bit easier.   If you’re unlucky…well…be prepared 
to fight. Romeros are predictable.  Living folk, they can bring 
fifty shades of trouble down upon you faster than all the dead 
in The Penn combined…”

— Joesph “Ten-Four” Whittaker, Leader of the Ender’s Line

STRENGTH IN NUMBERS
The world of Outbreak: Undead.. Rag & Bone is a wild and 
untamed place, after The Fall in May of 1995, the small collective 
pockets of humanity began to dwindle under the weight of a wide 
variety of deadly threats.  The lack of infrastructure and the most 
basic of necessities left an entire population woefully ill-prepared 
for the hard and complex work of providing for oneself in a world 
without convenience.  In short, a coddled and sheltered civilization 
had the rug forcibly pulled out from underneath it and few were 
prepared for the worst.

So, while the roaming dead were a rightful source of fear in the 
early days, they were far from the only pathway to an untimely 
end.  Those that learned how to survive and managed to evade the 
dead long enough, inevitably began gathering into small groups. If 
a fledging group avoided murdering one another in the first few 
months of shared survival, then—after time—they would grow in 
number and strength.  After enough time. a faction may arise from 
a small camp or collective.

It is, after all, human nature to seek out other people and to live in 
shared communities.  After more than  twenty five years of fighting 
the dead, they don’t hold the same amount of fear and mystery that 
they once did.  Putting Romeros down is now part of the daily rou-
tine of most survivors.  Very few are sheltered in a way that prevents 
them from needing to learn how to defend themselves.

The dead aside, the greatest issue facing the scattered survival com-
munities of the region of Pennsylvania that is now known as The 
Penn is gathering and maintaining a long term, sustainable supply 
of food and clean water.  Medicine has become a rarity and while 
some practice the healing arts, often it is more akin to herbalism 
and first aid

Most educated doctors, nurses, and surgeons were already past 
middle age when the world ended and those extremely rare—and 
now elderly—survivors within the population of The Penn are lack-
ing in the equipment and resources to do their work appropriately, 
if they can do it all.  The world is not a kind place and the average 
life span, if such a thing could really be calculated amongst such 
dwindling and scattered populations, is not more than 40 or 50 years

So, where does that leave us?   Who is capable of surviving?

The population has had some influx in recent years as those that 
have managed to survive have become secure enough in their sur-
vival skills that childbirth, while still wildly dangerous, is possible.  
As walls were erected and built around the few communities that 
banded together, people began to find the means to raise children 
without as much fear as they may have felt on the road.  Others have 
abandoned children to the wilds and, without interference or any 
preconceived set of standards from those that lived in the Pre-Fall 
world, these Wild Ones have reverted to a naturalistic existence of 
instinct and feral self-sufficiency.   Their lives may be wholly alien to 
those that come across them, but they are—in many ways—more 
suited to survive in the new world than the “Echoes.”



And while groups gather here and there, the population of the entire 
world—as far as anyone can tell—is so drastically reduced that a 
person can go for months without coming across another living soul.  
It makes those interactions all the more important when they occur 
and any single wanderer with a shred of humanity left within them 
is—despite the hardships and fear of the unknown—less than quick 
to just dispatch another breather without thought or hesitation.  
Humanity is on the endangered species list.

But, without fail, once larger groups of people start congregating 
and gathering resources and goods, once they have something to lose 
again, they revert to the ways of the past.  While it may be human 
nature to seek out others and form communities, it is also human 
nature to kill one another to gain and retain power and ownership.

We are territorial animals, after all.
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ACROSS THE MAP
There are no longer any clearly defined boundaries. State lines within 
what is left of the United States of America are rusted artifacts of a 
long dead world.  Highways and street signs have rotted away, and 
nature has truly taken back everything that we abused and took for 
granted.  Maps are individual things, and most are wildly inaccurate.  
The entirety of The Penn is a mystery to most.  It is a wild land 
without limit and without mercy.

Still, in many ways, the world post-apocalypse, is a better, cleaner 
place than it had ever been with a fulsome human population.  The 
environment is—now—flourishing and Planet Earth is healing 
without the ever-growing mass of humanity doing its best to destroy 
it with pollution and over-population.  Smog is a thing of the past 
and most waterways are coal and clear of chemical toxins.

That said, there are several horrendous environmental disasters 
that may never truly dissipate.  With the meltdown of many nuclear 
reactors and a litany of locations that were targeted by foreign 
missile attacks, much of the Western and Eastern U.S. coastlines are 
complete and utter wastelands, highly irradiated. Extraordinarily 
little life has managed to survive the swirling nuclear winters in the 
West or the cracked and broken desolation of the East.

Simply put, no one goes all the way to the East or the West and 
returns.  It’s a fool’s errand and a one-way ticket.

ALLIANCES AND THREATS
While there is no way of knowing for certain where all the commu-
nities of The Penn and the surrounding regions may be located, or 
even how many exist, there are a few collectives that have managed 
to gather a healthy amount of trustworthy data.

The Ender’s Line, independent Rag and Bone merchants, and The 
Citadel have worked together in the past to share and distribute a 
map that is accurate enough. The Rag and Bone have an invested 
interest in knowing how best to travel to communities to help them 
survive, for a price of course, and The Citadel has long stood as self- 
appointed protectors and guardians of The Penn region.

Outside of that, Iron Heart is locked down and isolate themselves 
from the communities of The Penn, although they do trade seeds 
with some of the farmers of Bread Basket and calves and colts with 
Homestead ranchers.  None of the other communities are quick to 
share too much information.  So, there are plenty of rough guesses 
and estimates in the information that is contained below.

Take it with a grain of salt, if you can manage to find any
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The Penn
A large swath of forest and mountain range that once comprised the 
lion share of the state once known as Pennsylvania.  It stops at about 
halfway through the northern and eastern sections of the former 
state lines, giving way to the New York Wastelands, as nuclear fallout 
has made over half of the state unlivable.

Within The Penn are a number of small communities and number 
of larger settlements.

To the far West, near the Three Rivers lies the rotted remains of 
Pittsburg, now known as The Iron Grave, The Pitt, or The Cage.  No 

one travels there and all the bridges and roads have been utterly 
destroyed and blocked.  The city belongs to the dead and it is said 
that a horde of unimaginable size is contained within the boundar-
ies of The City of Champions. None that have found the bravery to 
explore the ruins have ever returned.

A few hundred miles East, in the wild lands and the ruins of dozens 
of smaller cities and towns, the dangers are more spread out and 
the terrain is more forgiving and nurturing to those that know 
how to work it.

The Citadel
First and foremost amongst the communities of The Penn is The 
Citadel. Located on the site of a former Armed Forces Reserve 
Training Campus, a small group of military personnel stabilized 
the local area using the enormous amount of munitions and heavy 
artillery that was available to them.  Founded by Captain Michael 
Allen Hurst, a decorate military commander with combat experi-
ence and a ruthless willingness to do anything to ensure the survival 
of those under his charge.

Captain Hurst gathered the best of the best from the surviving mil-
itary units that had been assigned to Pittsburg and the surrounding 
areas, together Hurst and his troops managed to consolidate a great 
deal of resources and highly skilled people in one place.

As the years have progressed, the leadership of The Citadel has 
become veiled.  The death of Captain Hurst left his legacy with the 
people that he had protected for so many years.  His legacy though is 
not one of gentle humanity, The Citadel can be brutal and inhumane.  

They make examples of 
those that do not follow 
their commands and 
are ruthless when their 
resources are threatened.

They have destroyed as 
many lives as they have 
saved and those that 
reside within the wall 
of the former military 
base live a life of service 
without much real free-
dom. The traditions of 
the former military are 
upheld, if perverted and 
twisted by years of harsh 
interpretation.

The Enders Line
One of the most successful Rag & Bone collectives in the region, 
the member of the Ender’s Line are a wildly diverse collection of 
rogues, vagabonds, thieves, diplomats, and con artists.  They can 
make huge deals between communities throughout the region 
and—until recently—have been in good favor with all the heavy 
hitters in the area.

The Citadel, however, has recently begun to operate more aggres-
sively and has shut the Line out of some of the more profitable 
regions of The Penn, sending their own envoys to negotiate and 
trade.  The resources that The Ender’s Line typically bring north 
from Bread Basket have been cut off and it seems as if The Citadel 
is making a move to isolate themselves and their protectorate.

Founded by Rose “Ruby Red” and Joseph “Ten-Four” Whittaker, a 
pair of married truckers that built a network of safe houses and 
operatives using the old rail lines that crisscross the entirety of The 
Penn, The Ender’s Line does not have a single community but dozens 
of smaller locations that are well hidden and protected.

If you need something 
in The Penn, likely an 
Ender will be the one 
to bring it you, just be 
sure to pay the price 
that is asked.  They 
are not an altruistic 
lot.  They expect to 
be paid and do not 
allow themselves or 
their fellow Rag & 
Bone to be cheated, 
stolen from, or mur-
dered without severe 
retribution
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The Shepherds

Known only to the rare individuals that have encountered them, 
the secretive and strange group of missionaries that roam The Penn 
dressed in clean, simple, but well-made black clothing are a source 
of constant fear and suspicion.

Their songs and prayers are often heard, however, by those that travel 
the lands between The Iron Grave and The Wastes.  These wander-
ing people do not seem to have a community or single settlement 
but—from all indications and intel—migrate throughout the region.

The rumors are becoming more and more concerning to those that 
hear them, it is said that members of this group are larger than 
they would like to have other communities believe.  It is also said 
that they have spies that live within every settlement.  That anyone 
might be a Shepherd.

Worse, it is said that they do not fear the dead and are—somehow—
able to walk amongst them without fear of attack or infection.  The 
rumors are many and the group has taken on an almost mythical 
proportion within the minds of the survivors of The Penn region.

The truth, however, is far more terrifying.

The “Shepherds” as they are called by outsiders, know themselves 
as The Hand of Malachi.  They do not fear the dead because they 
intentionally infect themselves with concentrated doses of the virus 
through a series of “communions” and rituals.  They believe them-
selves capable of hearing the dead speak and see themselves as divine 
tools in the final removal of the stain of sin from the world.

They believe that they were chosen for great works in these end 
of days, and are unwavering in their calling to deliver the remains 
of humanity into the arms of their god.  The Hand of Malachi is 
dangerous, and the true depth of that danger is yet to be brought 
into the light.

The Homestead
To the south and east of The Iron Grave, straddling part of old 
Pennsylvania and both of the Virginias is Homestead, a region that 
has been carefully sheltered and patrolled to allow a small number 
of ranchers to rear both horses and cattle with some success.  This 
is only possible through the tireless efforts of the group known as 
The Calvary as they are constantly driving away the herds of Romero 

that threaten their livestock.  Separated by the Deadlands, they are 
somewhat removed from the politics of The Penn and Iron Heart 
but the horse and cattle that they produce are in high demand from 
all neighboring regions, so they are often afforded a healthy amount 
of support and aid

The Calvary
From the northern end of the Homestead comes the collective of 
Rag & Bone known as the Calvary.  Comprised of mostly displaced 
ranchers and their children, the group utilized a wide variety of 
refurbished old vehicles and horses to get to wherever they need 
to be quickly and efficiently.

They are well known for their ability to survive a scrap and work 
closely with the both the Ender’s Line and The Citadel.  The Citadel 
is the only other group in the region that has a variety of vehicles 
at their disposal and both groups benefit from the biodiesel that 
The Calvary produces in several warehouses just on the other side 
of the border from The Penn.

Lead by a former Texan named Big Ray, The Calvary is to The Home-
stead region what the Citadel is to The Penn, but the Calvary is much 
more ingrained in the small, scattered ranches as every member of 
the local families dedicates at least one member of each farm to 
the service of the Calvary.
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